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A comprehensive menu of Curry House from Metallostroy covering all 15 meals and drinks can be found here on
the card. For changing offers, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on the website.

What User likes about Curry House:
in Russia. we are looking for Indian food when we found this place .and we eat only from this place for all days in

Russia. they offered all kinds of Indian food, there are we try every day different Indian dishes, here we have
butter masala,matar windshield wipers,dahi,rice,tandoori nan ,chilly chesse,kadhai windshield wipers,cold

drink,kheer .and much more eat .the best thing about this place they play Indian bolly... read more. What Lester
C doesn't like about Curry House:

Typical curry meal 4 dishes, two rice, 4 nans and 2 waters at 31,000 Robles. Don’t be fooled by the reserved
tables by the window (as seen from the street) no one else was in the restaurant all evening. Some of the

chicken looked poor quality read more. If you're in a hurry and need something quick, you can get delectable
Fast-Food meals to your taste from Curry House in Metallostroy, prepared for you in short time, Indulge in the
impressive view of the delicious preparations of the meals and also enjoy a excellent view of some of the local
attractions. Furthermore, they offer you fine seafood dishes, One also prepares menus deliciously and freshly

with traditional Indian spices.
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Chicke�
CHICKENWINGS

Desser�
KHEER

Pakor� - Vorspeise�
PAKORA

Chicke� Wing�
WINGS

Indischer Rei�
LEMON RICE

Coffe�
COFFEE

Sid� dishe�
NAN

RICE

Ingredient� Use�
BUTTER

CHICKEN

India�
TANDOORI CHICKEN

CHICKEN TIKKA

NAAN

DAL TADKA

RAITA
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